Vienna–Milan
The Rail Cargo Group, leading rail logistics provider in Europe as far as Asia, offers you a wide range of
intermodal TransFER connections.
We are consequently connecting important economic regions
with two services per week and creating ideal logistics
solutions for continental transport units. Our customers will
benefit from continuous international handling from one
source and shorter transportation times.

Your advantages





Direct connection from terminal to terminal
Attractive transit times with A-B connection
Also transportation of dangerous goods
Further transportation to Bari/Ravenna/La Spezia/Lyon with our partners

Your contact
Function

Name

E-Mail

Phone

Segment Manager
Continental

Rafi Papo

rafi.papo@railcargo.com

+43 664 6174055

Sales
TransFER Manager
Customer Service /
Booking

Factsheet TransFER Vienna–Milan
Rail Cargo Operator

sales.continental@railcargo.com
Markus Redl

markus.redl@railcargo.com

+43 664 6178516

imop.cs-melzo@railcargo.com

As of: Jan. 2022

railcargo.com

Vienna–Milan
Timetable

Valid from 12.12.2021 to 11.12.2022

Milan (Melzo)–Vienna

Vienna–Milan (Melzo)

Operating
day

Booking
deadline

Last Checkin

Ready for
pick-up

Operating
day

Booking
deadline

Last Checkin

Ready for
pick-up

Tuesday

Tu 08:00

Tu 14:30

We 14:00

Monday

Mo 11:00

Mo 12:00

Tu 09:00

Friday

Fr 08:00

Fr 14:30

Mo 06:00

Thursday

Th 11:00

Th 12:00

Fr 09:00

Profile: PC45/375
Operating day
Booking deadline
Last check-in
Ready for pick up

Profile: PC45/375
is the day on which the transport relation is served, except public holiday. In this case, please pay attention to the holiday rules.
is the point of time by which a booking for a transport order has to be received by our booking operations team, including all the necessary
information for the sending of the unit.
is the dead line by which a unit can be still accepted by the sending terminal for a certain train.
is the earliest point of time from which on a unit with the according transport documents can be picked up from the receipt terminal.

Terminals and terminal conditions

Please note the respective terminal conditions, which we can provide gladly on request.
Terminal Vienna South CCT
Terminal Service Austria
Güterzentrum Süd I
A-1100 Wien
terminal.vienna@railcargo.com
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Rail Cargo Operator

Terminal Milan (Melzo)
Rail Hub Milano S.p.A.
Via I Maggio1
IT-20066 Melzo (MI)
terminal.milan@railcargo.com
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